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Meaning

• Literally, research (re-search) -“search again
• A systematic effort to gain new knowledge
• Business research is defined as  the systematic and objective 

process of generating information for aid in making business 
decisions.  

• It is an unbiased, structured, and sequential method of enquiry, 
directed towards a clear implicit or explicit business objective. 
This enquiry might lead to validating existing postulates or 
arriving at new theories and models.
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Characteristics…

• To qualify as research, the process must have certain characteristics:
it must, as far as possible, be controlled, rigorous, systematic, valid
and verifiable, empirical and critical.

❑Controlled- In real life there are many factors that affect an
outcome. The concept of control implies that, in exploring causality
in relation to two variables (factors), you set up your study in a way
that minimizes the effects of other factors affecting the relationship.
This can be achieved to a large extent in the physical sciences as
compared to social sciences.



Characteristics…

❑Rigorous- We must be scrupulous in ensuring that the procedures followed
to find answers to questions are relevant, appropriate and justified. The
degree of rigor varies markedly between the physical and social sciences
and within the social sciences.

❑Systematic- This implies that the procedure adopted to undertake an
investigation follow a certain logical sequence. The different steps cannot
be taken in a haphazard way. Some procedures must follow others.

❑Valid and verifiable- This concept implies that whatever you conclude on
the basis of your findings is correct and can be verified by you and others.



Characteristics.

❑Empirical- This means that any conclusion drawn are based upon
hard evidence gathered from information collected from real life
experiences or observations.

❑Critical- Critical scrutiny of the procedures used and the methods
employed is crucial to a research enquiry. The process of
investigation must be foolproof and free from drawbacks. The
process adopted and the procedures used must be able to withstand
critical scrutiny.



Objectives

• To gain familiarity or new insight into a phenomenon.
• To portray accurately the characteristics of a particular individual,

situation or a group.
• To determine the frequency with which something occurs or with

which it is associated with something else.
• To test a hypothesis of a causal relationship between variables.
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Explanation

• Exploratory Researches are conducted to resolve ambiguity
• It allows researcher to gain a better understanding of the concept and 

provides a direction in order to initiate a more structured research.
• Less structured, more flexible.
• Helps to explore new frontiers
• Approaches to resolve conflicts in work-life balances.



• Descriptive Research

• Descriptive research is undertaken to describe the situation, 
community, phenomenon, outcome, or programme.

• It aims to elucidating the data, and primary characteristics about the 
object, situation, concept under study.

• To study characteristics of people buying grocery from malls.
• To study characteristics of investors investing in mutual fund.



Causal Research

• Another kind of conclusive research, to address the need of 
establishing the causality.

• It is concerned with exploring the effect of one variable on another.
• It requires rigid sequential approach to sampling, data collection and 

data analysis.
• Hike in petrol price decreases the sell of two wheels.



Quiz

• Finding out the factors which satisfy customer in a shopping mall.
• Confirming those factors
• Deforestation is a result of population growth.
• Study of attitude of girls towards high end cosmetics.
• Giving general propositions of Marketing management.
• Studying the perception of employees in HUL towards pay hike.
• Census study
• Identifying parameters which investor looks for while investing in any 

avenue.



Basic approaches

Qualitative
Quantitative



Quiz
• Identifying a new catalyst.
• Extrapolating a conclusion to population.
• Learning license exam
• Play stations
• Video games
• Attitudes of faculties
• Opinions of students
• Behavior of students towards faculty giving assignment.



If you do not know where you are going,
any road will take you there.



The Research Process.
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“The formulation of the problem is 
often more essential than its 

solution.”

Albert Einstein



1. Formulating the research 
problem.

• Decide the general area of interest.

• State the problem in a general way.

• Formulate a specific research problem

from a general topic.

• Understand the problem thoroughly

and rephrase the same in meaningful

terms from analytical point of view.
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2. Extensive Literature Review.

• Earlier studies on similar topic should

be carefully studied.

• Academic journals, conference

proceedings, books, govt. publications

can be source of literature.

• One source leads to another.



3. Developing Hypotheses.

• Hypothesis is a tentative assumption
made about the population.

• They provide focal point for research.

• Hypothesis affects the quality of data
to be collected and statistical tests to
be performed.

• The role of Hypothesis is to guide the
researcher by limiting the area of
research and keep him focused.



Hypothesis Testing Procedure

Setting Hypothesis

• Making 
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4. Preparing Research Design.

• It is a conceptual framework within which

research is to be conducted.

• Research purpose can be exploration,

description, diagnosis or experimental.

• Broadly the research designs can be

Experimental or Non-Experimental.

• Selecting research design will depend on

means of data collection, time available,

skills of the researcher and cost.



6. Collection of  Data.

• Types - Primary and Secondary data.

• Observation Method.

• Personal Interview.

• Telephonic Interview.

• Mailing Questionnaires.

• Schedules.



8. Data Analysis.

• Raw data is subjected to coding,

Tabulation and then drawing statistical

inferences.

• Editing can be done to improve quality of

data.

• Computers play an important part in

analysis of data. They simplify the

calculations and save time while

minimizing any calculation errors.



9. Hypothesis Testing.

• Data analysis reveals some facts.

• Researcher compares these with his
Hypothesis. Do they support the
Hypothesis? Or don’t they?

• Various tests have been developed by
statisticians for this purpose.

• If no Hypothesis was developed the
results can be stated as hypothesis for
further study.



10. Generalization and Report writing.

• When Hypothesis is proved multiple
times a generalization can be done and a
theory can be developed.

• The real value of research lies in ability
to arrive at certain generalizations.

• Finally the researcher has to prepare a
report of what has been done by him.

• Report generally should include:
Introduction, Summary, Main report and
Conclusion.
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SOURCES OF DATA.



SECONDARY DATA.

Secondary data may either be published data or
unpublished data. Usually published data are available
in:

❑Various publications of the central or state or foreign
governments or of international bodies.

❑Technical and trade journals.

❑ Internet, books, magazines and newspapers .

❑Reports and publications of various associations connected
with business and industry, banks, stock exchanges, etc.;

❑Reports prepared by research scholars, universities,
economists, etc. in different fields; and

❑Public records and statistics, historical documents, and
other sources of published information



SECONDARY DATA.

The sources of unpublished data are many;

They may be found in diaries, letters, unpublished
biographies and autobiographies.

By way of caution, the researcher, before using
secondary data, must see that they possess
following characteristics:

1. Reliability of data,

2. Suitability of data &

3. Adequacy of data.



PRIMARY DATA.

There are several methods of collecting primary data:

1. Observation method

2. Interview method

3. Through questionnaires

4. Through schedules, and

5. Other methods which include (a) warranty cards; (b)
distributor audits; (c) pantry audits; (d) consumer
panels; (e) using mechanical devices; (f) through
projective techniques; (g) depth interviews, and (h)
content analysis.



TYPES OF DATA.

When you work with a variable, the way you work with
it depends on what kind of data it is.

➢ The first variety is called Nominal data. If a number is
a piece of nominal data, it’s just a name. Its value
doesn’t signify anything.

➢ The central tendency of a Nominal data is given by its
mode; neither the mean nor the median can be defined.

➢We can use a simple example of a nominal category:
first names. Looking at nearby people, we might find
one or more of them named Aamir. Aamir is their label;
and the set of all first names is a nominal scale.



Next comes Ordinal Data. Ordinal data are all about
order, and numbers begin to take on meaning over and
above just being identifiers.

➢A higher number indicates the presence of more of
a particular attribute than a lower number.

➢Rank-ordering data simply puts the data on an ordinal
scale. Ordinal measurements describe order, but not
relative size or degree of difference between the items
measured.

➢The central tendency of an Ordinal Data can be
described by using the mode or its median, but the
mean (or average) cannot be defined.



Interval Data provides equal differences.

➢ Fahrenheit temperatures provide an example of
interval data. The difference between 60 degrees and
70 degrees is the same as the difference between 80
degrees and 90 degrees.

Here’s something that might surprise you about
Fahrenheit temperatures:

➢A temperature of 100 degrees is not twice as hot as a
temperature of 50 degrees. For ratio statements
(twice as much as, half as much as) to be valid, zero
has to mean the complete absence of the attribute
you’re measuring. A temperature of 0 degrees F
doesn’t mean the absence of heat — it’s just an
arbitrary point on the Fahrenheit scale.
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PRIMARY DATA.

There are several methods of collecting primary data:

1. Observation method

2. Interview method

3. Through questionnaires

4. Through schedules, and

5. Other methods which include (a) warranty cards; (b)
distributor audits; (c) pantry audits; (d) consumer
panels; (e) using mechanical devices; (f) through
projective techniques; (g) depth interviews, and (h)
content analysis.



OBSERVATION
METHOD



❑ This is the most commonly used method data collection
specially in studies relating to behavioural sciences.

❑ Accurate watching and noting of phenomenon as they
occur in nature with regard to cause and effect or
mutual relation is called observation method of data
collection.

What is Observation?



TYPES OF OBSERVATION.

1. STRUCTURED  OR  UNSTRUCTURED

2. PARTICIPANT  OR  NON PARTICIPANT

3. CONTROLLED  OR  UNCONTROLLED



❑ Direct Method: In observation method data is
collected through direct contact with phenomenon
under study. In this method sensory organs particularly
eye, ear, voice are used.

❑Requires In-depth study: In this method, the observer
goes to the field and makes the study of the
phenomenon in a in-depth fashion to acquire data.

❑Collection follows observation: In this method the
investigator first of all observes the things and then
collects the data.

Characteristics of  Observation.



❑ Relationship between the cause and affect:
Observation method leads to development of
relationship between the cause and effect of the events.

❑Scientific method for collecting dependable data:
This is the most scientific method for collection of
dependable data. Observations are planned and
recorded systematically. There should be checks and
balances on this methodology.

❑Selective and Purposeful collection: The observations
are made with definite purpose. Collection of materials
is done according to a particular purpose.

Characteristics of  Observation.



❑Common method: The method of observation is
common to all the discipline of research.

❑Simplicity: The method is very simple to use.

❑Realistic: Since observation is based on actual and first
hand experience, its data are more realistic than the
data of those techniques which are indirect and
secondary source of information.

❑Formulation of hypothesis: In all the business
operations, the method of observation is used as the
basis of formulating hypothesis, regarding business
research problem.

Advantages of  Observation.



❑Verification: For verification of hypothesis, again we
depend upon observation. Therefore, it can be said that
the problem presents itself and resolves itself through
observation method.

❑Greater reliability of conclusions: The conclusions of
observations are more reliable than non-observation
conclusions, because they are based on first hand
perception by the eyes and can be verified by any one by
visual perception.

Advantages of  Observation.



❑ Some events can not be objects of observation: There are
certain events which are microscopic, indefinite and may not
occupy any definite space or occur at a definite time and can not
be noticed for observation purposes. For example, it is not
possible to observe emotions and sentimental factors, likes and
dislikes etc.

❑ Illusory observation: Since we have to depend upon our eyes for
observation, we can never be sure if what we are observing is the
same as it appears to our eyes, Eyes are prone to deception. It is
well known that eyes see a mirage in desert at noon.

❑ Self-consciousness in the observed: In observation method, the
atmosphere tends to become artificial and this leads to a sense of
self consciousness among the individuals who are being observed.
This hampers their naturalness in behaviour and thus the
purpose of observation which is to know the behaviour of
individuals under normal conditions get defeated.

Limitations of  Observation.



❑ Subjective explanation: The final results of observation
depend upon, the interpretation and understanding of the
observer, the defects of subjectivity in the explanation creep
in description of the observed and deductions from it. For
example, if we see a man coming out of a wine shop, we
conclude that he is a liquor consumer, which may not be the
case always.

❑ Slowness of Investigation: The slowness of observation
methods lead to disheartening, disinterest among both
observer and observed,.

❑Expensive methodology: Being a long drawn process, the
technique of observation is expensive.

❑ Inadequacy: The full answer cannot be obtained by
observation alone, observation must be supplemented by
other methods of data collection.

Limitations of  Observation.



INTERVIEW
METHOD

 Interviewing: A method of data collection that involves
researchers asking respondents basically open ended
questions of respondents



Interviewing
• Under this method there is a face to face contact with

the persons from whom the information is to be
obtained (known as informants).

• The interviewer asks them questions pertaining to the
survey and collects the desired information.

• Thus if a person wants to collect data about the
working conditions of the workers of Hindustan
Unilever Ltd., Mumbai, he would go to Mumbai, contact
the workers and obtain the information.

• The information is obtained at first hand and is original
in character.



Types of Interviews.
• Personal Interview: In personal interview single

individual is interviewed. The personal interview help to
establish close personal contacts between the
interviewer and the interviewee and as a result detailed
knowledge about intimate and personal aspects of the
individual can be had.

• Group Interview: As the name makes it plain the group
interview is the opposite of the personal, because in it
two or more persons are interviewed. The interview is
suited for gathering routine information.



Types of Interviews.
• Structured Interview: Such interviews involve the use

of a set of predetermined questions and of highly
standardized techniques of recording. Thus, the
interviewer in a structured interview follows a rigid
procedure laid down, asking questions in a form and
order prescribed.

• Unstructured Interview: In a non-structured interview,
the interviewer is allowed much greater freedom to
ask, in case of need, supplementary questions or at
times he may omit certain questions if the situation so
requires. He may even change the sequence of
questions.



Types of Interviews.
• Focused Interview: Under it the interviewer has the

freedom to decide the manner and sequence in which
the questions would be asked and has also the freedom
to explore reasons and motives. The main task of the
interviewer in case of a focused interview is to confine
the respondent to discussion of desired issues.

• Clinical Interview: The process of evaluating a client or
potential employee to reveal important information
regarding his current condition or personality. It is
mainly used in psychiatry and other medical fields to
gather details about the individual's past and current
strengths and weaknesses..



Types of Interviews.
• Individual Interview: Only one person is interviewed at

a time.

• Group Interview: Two or more individuals are
interviewed at a time.

• Non Directive Interview: In case of non-directive
interview, the interviewer’s function is simply to
encourage the respondent to talk about the given topic
with a bare minimum of direct questioning. The
interviewer often acts as a catalyst to a comprehensive
expression of the respondents’ feelings and beliefs.



Advantages / Merits.
• More information and that too in greater depth can be

obtained.

• Interviewer by his own skill can overcome the
resistance, if any, of the respondents;

• There is greater flexibility under this method as the
opportunity to restructure questions is always there,
specially in case of unstructured interviews.

• Observation method can as well be applied to recording
verbal answers to various questions.

• Personal information can as well be obtained easily
under this method.



Advantages / Merits.
• Samples can be controlled more effectively as there

arises no difficulty of the missing returns; non-response
generally remains very low.

• The interviewer can usually control which person(s) will
answer the questions. This is not possible in mailed
questionnaire approach.

• If so desired, group discussions may also be held.

• The interviewer may catch the informant off-guard and
thus may secure the most spontaneous reactions than
would be the case if mailed questionnaire is used.



Advantages / Merits.
• The language of the interview can be adopted to the

ability or educational level of the person interviewed
and as such misinterpretations concerning questions
can be avoided.

• The interviewer can collect supplementary information
about the respondent’s personal characteristics and
environment which is often of great value in
interpreting results.



Disadvantages / Demerits.

• It is a very expensive method, specially when large and
widely spread geographical sample is taken.

• There is a possibility of the bias of interviewer as well as
that of the respondent;

• Certain types of respondents such as important officials
or executives or people in high income groups may not
be easily approachable under this method and to that
extent the data may prove inadequate.

• This method is relatively more-time-consuming,
specially when the sample is large and recalls upon the
respondents are necessary.



Disadvantages / Demerits.

• The presence of the interviewer on the spot may over-
stimulate the respondent, sometimes even to the
extent that he may give imaginary information just to
make the interview interesting.

• Under the interview method the organization required
for selecting, training and supervising the field-staff is
more complex with formidable problems.

• Effective interview presupposes proper rapport with
respondents that would facilitate free and frank
responses. This is often a very difficult requirement.



QUESTIONNAIRE
METHOD



• A questionnaire consists of a number of questions
printed or typed in a definite order on a form or set of
forms.

• The questionnaire is mailed to respondents who are
expected to read and understand the questions and
write down the reply in the space meant for the
purpose in the questionnaire itself.

• The respondents have to answer the questions on their
own.



Advantages / Merits.

• There is low cost even when the universe is large and is
widely spread geographically.

• It is free from the bias of the interviewer; answers are
in respondents’ own words.

• Respondents have adequate time to give well thought
out answers.

• Respondents, who are not easily approachable, can also
be reached conveniently.

• Large samples can be made use of and thus the results
can be made more dependable and reliable.



Disadvantages / Demerits.

• Low rate of return of the duly filled in questionnaires.

• It can be used only when respondents are educated and
cooperating.

• There is inbuilt inflexibility because of the difficulty of
amending the approach once questionnaires have been
dispatched.

• There is also the possibility of ambiguous replies or
omission of replies altogether. It is difficult to know
whether willing respondents are truly representative.

• This method is likely to be the slowest of all.



Main Aspects - Pilot Study

• Before using this method, it is always advisable to
conduct ‘pilot study’ (Pilot Survey) for testing the
questionnaires.

• Pilot survey is infact the replica and rehearsal of the
main survey. Such a survey, being conducted by experts,
brings to the light the weaknesses (if any) of the
questionnaires and also of the survey techniques.

• From the experience gained in this way, improvement
can be effected.



Main Aspects – General Form

• It can either be structured or unstructured
questionnaire.

• Structured questionnaires are those questionnaires in
which there are definite, concrete and pre-determined
questions. The questions are presented with exactly the
same wording and in the same order to all respondents.

• The form of the question may be either closed (i.e., of
the type ‘yes’ or ‘no’) or open (i.e., inviting free
response)



Main Aspects – Sequence

A proper sequence of questions reduces considerably
the chances of individual questions being
misunderstood.

The following type of questions should generally be
avoided as opening questions in a questionnaire:

• Questions that put too great a strain on the memory
or intellect of the respondent;

• Questions of a personal character;

• Questions related to personal wealth, etc.



Main Aspects – Question formulation and 
wording

• Concerning the form of questions, we can talk about
two principal forms, viz., multiple choice question and
the open-end question.

• Question should be impartial.

• Should be easily understood.

• Should be simple i.e., should convey only one thought
at a time.

• Should be concrete and should conform as much as
possible to the respondent’s way of thinking.



SCHEDULE
METHOD



• This method of data collection is very much like the
collection of data through questionnaire, with little
difference which lies in the fact that schedules
(proforma containing a set of questions) are being filled
in by the enumerators who are specially appointed for
the purpose.

• These enumerators along with schedules, go to
respondents, put to them the questions from the
proforma in the order the questions are listed and
record the replies in the space meant for the same in
the proforma.



Questionnaire Vs Schedule

• The questionnaire is sent through mail to informants.
The schedule is filled out by the research worker or the
enumerator, who can interpret questions when
necessary.

• To collect data through questionnaire is relatively
cheap. To collect data through schedules is relatively
more expensive since considerable amount of money
has to be spent in appointing enumerators and in
imparting training to them.



Questionnaire Vs Schedule

• Non-response is usually high in case of questionnaire.
As against this, non-response is generally very low in
case of schedules because these are filled by
enumerators who are able to get answers to all
questions. But there remains the danger of interviewer
bias and cheating.

• In case of questionnaire, it is not always clear as to who
replies, but in case of schedule the identity of
respondent is known.

• The questionnaire method is likely to be very slow, but
in case of schedules the information is collected well in
time as they are filled in by enumerators.



Questionnaire Vs Schedule

• Personal rapport is generally not possible in case of the
questionnaire method but in case of schedules direct
personal rapport is established with respondents.

• Questionnaire method can be used only when
respondents are literate and cooperative, but in case of
schedules the information can be gathered even when
the respondents happen to be illiterate.

• Wider and more representative distribution of sample
is possible under the questionnaire method, but in
respect of schedules there usually remains the difficulty
in sending enumerators over a relatively wider area.



Questionnaire Vs Schedule

• The success of questionnaire method lies more on the
quality of the questionnaire itself, but in the case of
schedules much depends upon the honesty and
competence of enumerators.

• Along with schedules, observation method can also be
used but such a thing is not possible while collecting
data through questionnaires.
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Data Editing

• The data obtained has to be complete in all respect.
• The data obtained should be accurate.
• The data should be in the format in which it was desired or instructed.
• Data editing is the process of data screening and cleaning.
• It has to be carried out at two levels-
• Field editing
• Centralized in-house editing.



Data Coding

• The process of identifying and denoting a numeral to the responses 
given by a respondent is called coding.

• It is advisable to prepare a scheme in advance to simplify and 
effectively manage the data entry process.

• Designating numeral codes to the designed responses before 
administration is called pre-coding.



What is Hypothesis???

• A hypothesis is an assumption or a statement that may or may not be 
true.

• It has to be tested on the basis of information obtained from a sample.
• The role of Hypothesis is to guide the researcher by limiting the area of 

research and keep him focused.



Types of Hypothesis

Null Hypothesis- It is proposed 
with the intent of receiving 
rejection. Denoted as H0.

Alternative Hypothesis- The 
alternative hypothesis can cover the 

whole range of value rather than single 
point. These are denoted by H1.



Hypothesis Setting
• Researcher wants to test the assumption that Gold prices are related to 

Dollar exchange rate.
• Researcher wants to test the assumption that consumers like to buy 

goods from malls rather than Retail grocery shops.
• Researcher wants to test the assumption that youngsters prefer to go 

Multiplexes than small screens.
• Researcher wants to test the assumption that average height of class is 

more than 5.5 ft.



Type I & Type II Error



Level of Significance (α)

• It is the maximum value of the probability of rejecting the null 
hypothesis when it is true.

• In case we take level of significance 5%, that means we are ready to 
take the risk of 5% of rejecting the null hypothesis when it is true.

• In other words the probability of rejecting null hypothesis is 0.05.
• The error is to be considered due to random sampling.



What is p-value ???
• It is also called observed level of significance.
• It provides an alternative way to decide whether a null hypothesis is to be 

accepted.
• It has following advantages and that’s the reason mostly statistical softwares 

are giving printouts with p - values:
a) It allows a decision maker to use his/her own level of significance and make 

decision accordingly once sample results are available with necessary 
statistic

b) It provides very precise information about the highest level of significance at 
which the null hypothesis must be accepted.



What is Normal Distribution??

• The normal distribution is by 
definition symmetric with most 
values towards the centre and with 
values tailing off evenly in either 
direction. Because of the symmetry 
of the distribution, the mean always 
lies in the centre of the distribution 
(where the peak is).

• Central limit theorem



Examples of Normal Distribution



One Tailed Test

• A test is called as one sided (or 
one-tailed) only if the null 
hypothesis gets rejected when a 
value of test statistics falls in 
one of the specified tail of the 
distribution.



Examples of one- tailed test

• On a typing test, a random 
sample of 36 graduates of a 
secretarial school averaged 73.6 
words. Test an employers claim 
that school’s graduate average is 
less than 75 wpm.

• H0- µ= 75
• H1-µ < 75

• Researcher wants to test the 
hypothesis that average 
attendance of class is more than 
60% of total strength.

• H0- µ= 60%
• H1- µ > 60%



Two Tailed Test

• Further, the test is called two 
sided (or two tailed) if the null 
hypothesis gets rejected when a 
value of test statistics falls in 
both tails of its sampling 
distribution.



How to determine two tailed test??

• A soft drink bottling plant which dispenses soft drinks in bottles of 300 ml 
capacity.

• Overfilling of these bottles causes huge losses to company while under 
filling creates a bad image of the company.

• The company wants to avoid both overfilling and under filling.
• Therefore company would prefer to test the hypothesis whether the mean 

content of the bottles is different from 300 ml. Hence
• H0- µ= 300 ml
• H1- µ≠ 300 ml (Two- tailed)



Determination of Test statistics

ONE SAMPLE
Test

VARIATION TESTS 
CENTRAL TENDENCY 

TESTS (Mean)

c2

USE Z-TEST 
or 

t-TEST



Determination of Test Stats…..

TWO SAMPLES

TEST

RELATED

SAMPLES 

UNRELATED 

SAMPLES

PAIRED t-TEST

USE Z-TEST

OR

t-TEST FOR DIFFERENCES

IN MEANS & PROPORTIONS

VARIATION 

TEST

F-TEST 



Determination of Test Stats.

MORE THAN 2 RELATEDSAMPLES

ANALYSIS OF

VARIANCE 



T & Z statistics

Sample Size
Knowledge of population Std. Dev.

Known Unknown

Large ( n> 30) Z Z

Small (n< 30) Z t



When to use T & Z Stats

• T and Z statistics can be used to carry out the test concerning mean of 
single sample.

• It can be used to test difference between two population means
• It can be used to test mean of paired sample.
• Paired sample means two observations which are taken from the same 

respondent, one prior to the treatment other post treatment.



Unit 5. Writing Skills for 

Business Research

By Prof. Swati Bhalerao 
(DNYANSAGAR ARTS AND COMMERCE COLLEGE, BALEWADI, PUNE – 45)

TY BBA (Pattern 2013) Research Methodology  (504 )



Research Report

• Research report is considered a major component of 
the research study for the research task remains 
incomplete till the report has been presented and/or 
written.

• Research report fulfills the historical task of serving as 
a concrete proof of study that was undertaken

• Brief Reports

• Detailed Reports

• Technical Reports

• Business Reports



Layout of Research Report

• Title Page

• Letter of authorization

• Table of contents

• Executive Summary

• Acknowledgement

Preliminary 
Section

• Problem Statement

• Study Introduction & Background

• Scope & Objectives of the study

• Review of literature

Background 
Section • Research Design

• Sampling Design

• Data Collection

• Data Analysis

Methodology 
Section



Layout of Research Report

Finding 
Section

• Results 

• Interpretation of results

Conclusi
on 

Section

• Conclusions & Recommendations 

• Limitation of study 

Appendi
ces

• Glossary

• Bibliography




